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Abstract
Powdery mildew causes severe yield losses in barley production worldwide. Although many resistance genes have been described, only a few have already been cloned. A strong QTL (quantitative trait locus) conferring resistance to a wide array of powdery mildew isolates was identified in a Spanish barley landrace on the long arm of chromosome 7H. Previous studies narrowed down the QTL position, but were unable to identify candidate genes or physically locate the resistance. In this study, the exome of three recombinant lines from a high-resolution mapping population was sequenced and analyzed, narrowing the position of the resistance down to a single physical contig. Closer inspection of the region revealed a cluster of closely related NBS-LRR (nucleotide-binding site–leucine-rich repeat containing protein) genes. Large differences were found between the resistant lines and the reference genome of cultivar Morex, in the form of PAV (presence-absence variation) in the composition of the NBS-LRR cluster. Finally, a template-guided assembly was performed and subsequent expression analysis revealed that one of the new assembled candidate genes is transcribed. In summary, the results suggest that NBS-LRR genes, absent from the reference and the susceptible genotypes, could be functional and responsible for the powdery mildew resistance. The procedure followed is an example of the use of NGS (next-generation sequencing) tools to tackle the challenges of gene cloning when the target gene is absent from the reference genome.
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remained effective for over 30 yr and copes with a broad spectrum of pathogen isolates (Büschges et al., 1997). The other major powdery mildew resistance genes cloned so far are located at the Mla locus, which consists of a cluster of genes encoding for related proteins (Wei et al., 1999). Several Mla alleles have been cloned (Zhou et al., 2001; Halterman et al., 2001) out of the many resistance specificities described for this locus (Jørgensen and Wolfe, 1994).

Cloning of mlo and Mla involved long and laborious efforts. Specifically, fine-mapping of these genes consisted in recurrent steps of marker development, polymorphism detection and genotyping, looking for recombinants. This was done to narrow down the respective genetic intervals until an affordable physical size of the region was achieved, and subsequently resolved by chromosome walking or sequencing of subclones developed using yeast or bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) clones. This cumbersome procedure was most challenging for species like barley due to the lack of genomic resources and its large and highly repetitive genome (Krattinger et al., 2009). However, the recent advent of high-throughput sequencing, by means of NGS technologies, has accelerated the development of syntenous resources (Mayer et al., 2011), sequenced enriched physical maps (Ariyadasa et al., 2014; International Barley Genome Sequencing Consortium [IBGSC], 2012; Mascher et al., 2013; Muñoz-Amatriain et al., 2015), genotyping (Comadran et al., 2012; Poland et al., 2012), and sequence capture platforms (Mascher et al., 2013a). In consequence, gene cloning now benefits from the easier and faster genotyping of high-resolution mapping populations, high-throughput polymorphism detection in parental lines, and new fine mapping approaches, such as mapping-by-sequencing (Mascher et al., 2014).

Typical disease resistance genes from plant innate immunity encode receptors usually activated through recognition of molecules from the pathogen (Flor, 1971). These receptors are usually subdivided in two classes. Transmembrane pattern-recognition receptors represent the first active line of defense at the plant cell surface (Jones and Dangl, 2006). They enable the recognition of microbe-associated molecular patterns and induce pattern-triggered immunity. In contrast, a second class of resistance proteins induces elicitor-triggered immunity, detecting either the action or the structure of pathogen molecules inside host cells. These receptors are polymorphic, defining a repertoire for the detection of distinct pathogen effectors (Maekawa et al., 2011). Most genes in this second class encode proteins of the NBS-LRR family (McHale et al., 2006).

NBS-LRRs are abundant in plant genomes (Yue et al., 2012) and are encoded by genes often located in clusters of closely related members (Michelmore and Meyers, 1998). These evolve through rapid expansion and contraction of gene families (Meyers et al., 2003; Monosi et al., 2004; Zhou et al., 2004). In barley, an example of an NBS-LRR cluster is that residing in the Mla locus (Seeholzer et al., 2010). NBS-LRR genes encode two protein domains. The NBS domain bears a string of motifs largely conserved in plants, both in sequence and in order (Marone et al., 2013). NBS domains are followed by a LRR domain, which is generally more variable, often associated with direct or indirect non-self-recognition (Spoel and Dong, 2012). Besides Mla genes, many other disease resistance genes have been associated to NBS-LRR loci in plants (reviewed in Marone et al., 2013). For instance, in barley Rpg5/rpg4 confers resistance to Puccinia graminis (Brueggeman et al., 2008), and Rdg2a to Drechslera graminea (Bulgarelli et al., 2010). Additional NBS-LRR genes have been cloned in wheat and its wild relatives (discussed in Gu et al., 2015).

This study took advantage of the sequencing-based genomic resources available for barley to fine map a powdery mildew resistance QTL. A high-resolution mapping population was developed to narrow down the QTL interval, followed by exome sequencing of recombinant lines with contrasting resistance phenotypes. The results revealed that genes located in the physical region corresponding to the genetic interval where the QTL is placed, formed a cluster of closely related NBS-LRRs, of which the resistant lines have unique haplotypes.

Materials and Methods

Plant Material and Mapping Population

A BC$_1$F$_2$ population was obtained from the cross Plaisant × RIL151. Recombinant inbred line (RIL) 151 derives from the SBCC097 × Plaisant population (SBCC, Spanish Barley Core Collection; Silvar et al., 2010). This line has only one of the two resistance QTL identified in the original donor landrace, on 7HL (Silvar et al., 2012). BC$_1$F$_2$ seeds were planted in 96-well trays and sampled 10 d after sowing. For each individual BC$_1$F$_2$ plant, a 0.6 cm leaf disk was cut. DNA extraction and amplification was performed with the Extract-N-Amp Plant polymerase chain reaction (PCR) kit (Sigma, San Antonio, TX). A cleaved amplified polymorphic sequence (CAPS) marker, QBS58, and a microsatellite, EBmac0755, were used as flanking markers to delimit the QTL interval. Restriction digestion of PCR products was performed in a 20 μL volume using 1.5 U of the respective restriction endonuclease (Fermentas). Plants were selected if they showed recombination between both markers. Data from another four markers (QBS52, QBS46, QBS44, and QBS36) were used to perform linkage analysis with JoinMap 4.0 (van Ooijen, 2006), using Kosambi’s map function. Selected plants were vernalized for 6 wk at 3 to 8°C, 8 h light, then transplanted to pots and transferred to a growth chamber, where the plants were grown under long-day conditions (16 h light, 250 μmol m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$, 20°C, 60% relative humidity; 8h dark, 16°C, 65% relative humidity). Plants were bagged before seed setting.

To select homozygous recombinants in the BC$_1$F$_3$ generation, 20 progeny plants of each selected BC$_1$F$_2$ plant were screened as explained above. Additional CAPS and pyrosequencing markers were incorporated at this stage. To verify
the genotype of the BC$_2$F$_4$ recombinant lines, genomic DNA was isolated from frozen leaves using the NucleoSpin Plant II kit (Macherey-Nagel, Germany). The complete set of markers used can be found in Supplemental File 1.

**Pathogen Isolates and Disease Assessment**

Four isolates of *B. graminis* f. sp. *hordei* (R79, R126, R164, and R225) were used to score resistance and susceptibility in the parents and BC$_1$F$_4$ recombinant lines. These isolates were propagated on plants of the susceptible cultivar Igri. The seedlings were grown under mild-wet-free conditions, at 20°C with 60 to 70% relative humidity, and a 16 h light/8 h dark photoperiod. Ten days after sowing, when the first leaf was fully expanded, five plants per line were inoculated with the different isolates by brushing them with powdery mildew spores. Inoculated plants were maintained under the same conditions described above. The infection types were recorded on a scale of 0 to 4 (including intertypes) 10 d after inoculation, following the procedure of Torp et al. (1978) and Jensen et al. (1992). Plants with infection scores < 2 were classified as resistant, otherwise were labeled as susceptible. Pictures were also taken 10 d after infection.

**Exome Sequencing**

Genomic DNA from three BC$_2$F$_3$ lines (1476, 1766, and 2085) was extracted from leaf tissue using the NucleoSpin Plant II XL kit from Macherey-Nagel. Exome capture and DNA sequencing was performed at CNAG (Centro Nacional de Análisis Genómico, Barcelona). DNA capture was performed in a single reaction with the Roche Nimblegene SeqCap EZ Developer kit (Mascher et al., 2013a), following the instructions from the manufacturer. DNA was barcoded with TruSeq adapters and pooled before hybridization to the exome probes. DNA fragmentation and size selection was performed to produce 2 × 101 bp paired-end reads with average insert size of 150 bp. Sample preparation followed standard Illumina TruSeq procedures. Sequencing was performed in two separate runs of an Illumina HiSeq2000, each in a single lane.

Reads were aligned to the Morex whole genome sequencing (WGS) assembly (IBGSC, 2012) with BWA MEM (Li and Durbin, 2009) with default parameters. Read duplicates were tagged by means of MarkDuplicates from picard-tools-1.113 (http://broadinstitute.github.io/picard). Variant detection was performed combining SAMtools (Li et al., 2009) and GATK (McKenna et al., 2010) (see Supplemental Materials and Methods). Variants were filtered out, requiring a minimum depth of 10 and a minimum quality of 30 in each genotyped line. Polymorphic variants were obtained comparing the data of the BC$_1$F$_4$ lines with variants for SBCC097 and Plaisant from another exome capture essay (Cantalapiedra, Contreras-Moreira, Gracia, Igartua, and Casas, unpublished data, 2014).

To look for the recombination points in the sequences of the three BC$_2$F$_3$ lines, a score was assigned to each variant identified after the exome capture. If a variant was like Plaisant, the score was increased by 1. If the variant was like SBCC097, the score was decreased by 1 instead. If it was different to the parents, the score remained unchanged. Therefore, the variants in which the three lines were Plaisant-like received a score of +3 in that position in the genome. On the contrary, if all three lines were like SBCC097, the score was –3. This was repeated for every variant. The scores of the variants lying on a single Morex WGS contig were averaged to obtain a single contig score.

**Identification and Annotation of the BACs Located within the QTL Region**

Contigs of each BAC associated to finger-printed contig (FPC) 591, from IBGSC (2012) and University of California Riverside (UCR BACs, hereafter; Muñoz-Amatriain et al., 2015), were concatenated to build up BAC pseudoscaffolds. Gene annotations were obtained from IBGSC data, by alignment of the associated Morex WGS contigs to Uniref90 and UniprotKB (blastx, maximum e-value $1e^{-50}$) and by identification and annotation of open reading frames (ORFs) with getorf (Rice et al., 2000; -minsize 90) and the script run_predict.sh from CPC (Coding Potential Calculator, v.0.9-r2; Kong et al., 2007). Searches of NBS and LRR motifs (taken from Table 1 in Jupe et al., 2012) were performed with MAST (MEME suite 4.10.1; Bailey and Gribskov, 1998). Structure of the NBS-LRR genes was obtained after alignment of the predicted proteins to NCBI nr protein database (see Supplemental Materials and Methods). Multiple alignments of the proteins were performed with Clustal Omega (Sievers et al., 2011).

**Finding and Assembling Heterozygous Mapping Regions**

Although the lines used for this study should all be homozygous in the QTL region, a number of sites with heterozygous variants were found after aligning exome sequences to the reference. To systematically locate these regions, an analysis of the number of different k-mers mapping to the pseudoscaffolds was performed. Read mappings from exome sequencing were surveyed to quantify each different 50-mer aligning to each position in the reference, considering only those sampled at least four times. The scripts used for k-mer analysis are available in Supplemental File 2. Sets of reads from the segments with more than one kind of k-mer (therefore annotated as heterozygous mappings, HMs) and mapping to disease resistance proteins were assembled with Trinity (Grabherr et al., 2011; parameters located in Supplemental Materials and Methods). The sequence contigs obtained for the different BC$_2$F$_4$ lines were compared and clustered. A representative sequence was chosen from each cluster and a genotype was assigned to it based on its presence-absence pattern across BC$_2$F$_4$ lines. Several overlapping contigs, which showed the same PAV in the lines, were assembled together.

**Validation of the Genotypes Found with the Exome Capture by PCR**

The genotypes of the parents and the recombinant lines were checked for those Morex WGS contigs which had
polymorphisms associated with the resistance or susceptibility phenotype. These included contigs 1622651, 167712, 211721, and 50573. Amplicons were used to validate the genotypes of the lines corresponding to sequences present in BACs M01 and D03 from FPC 591. In addition, the PAV polymorphism of the lines was assessed for the two largest new assembled sequence contigs (ELOC1 and ELOC2), including cultivar Morex. Primers were designed with Primer 3 (Untergasser et al., 2012) and validated by running isPCR (https://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgPcr, verified 22 Apr. 2016) against the WGS assemblies from IBGSC data. In addition, primers were designed to amplify the unknown fragments between Morex WGS contig 50573 and both ELOC1 and Morex WGS contig 44875, by Long Range PCR. The primers and their respective PCR conditions can be found in Supplemental File 1.

Characterization of the New Assembled Sequence Contigs
Putative ORFs encompassing the assembled ELOCs were searched with ORF Finder. In addition, CPC was conducted to evaluate their protein-coding potential. The resulting DNA sequences were searched for in the Uniprot Plants and NCBI nr databases. Both sequences were also compared against the IBGSC databases and Haruna Nijo flcDNAs (Matsumoto et al., 2011) with Barleymap (Cantalapiedra et al., 2015). The predicted aminoacid sequences coded by those ORFs were compared to each other with blastp.

Real-Time PCR of the Assembled Sequence Contigs
For Real-Time quantitative polymerase chain reaction (RTq-PCR) experiments, 7-d-old plants were inoculated with powdery mildew isolate R79 in the greenhouse. Two samples per line were collected at 12, 24, 48, and 72 h after infection. Each sample consisted of the pooled leaf tissue of two plants.

Total RNA was extracted from frozen samples using the Aurum TM Total RNA Mini Kit (BioRad, Hercules, CA) following the manufacturer’s instructions. First-strand CDNA was synthesized from 100 ng of total RNA by using the iScript CDNA Synthesis Kit (BioRad). Primers were designed with Primer Express 3.0 (Applied Biosystems, Carlsbad, CA). RTq-PCR was performed in 50 μL of reaction mixture made up of 2.5 μL of cDNA, 1 × IQ SYBR Green Supermix (BioRad) and 0.3 μM of each specific primer. Primers and PCR conditions can be found in Supplemental File 1. The Actin gene was used as a constitutively expressed reference gene to normalize expression as in Trevaskis et al. (2006).

Results
Fine Mapping of the Resistance Locus
To fine map the resistance QTL identified on 7HL in the SBCC097 × Plaisant population (Silvar et al., 2010), a RIL containing only this QTL (RIL151, Silvar et al., 2012) was backcrossed to Plaisant. A large BCF₂ population was obtained, and tested for recombination between markers QBS58 and EBmac0755, flanking the 7HL QTL. Out of 2899 BCF₂ plants tested, 152 recombinants were identified and grown until maturity. Twenty-five BCF₂ families were then screened to identify homozygous recombinants, which were further tested with the markers obtained in previous studies, exploiting synteny and physical information (Silvar et al., 2012; 2013b). This procedure identified 15 BCF₂ plants covering the whole region (Fig. 1). A genetic map of the region was constructed with the information of the entire BCF₂ generation and allowed narrowing the position of the QTL down to a 0.07 cM interval between markers QBS46 and QBS44. Furthermore, three BCF₂ lines, one susceptible (1476) and two resistant (1766 and 2085), showed the same genotype flanking the QTL but different phenotype (Fig. 1, Supplemental Fig. S1). Therefore, the gene or genes responsible for the resistance lay within the interval between QBS46 and QBS44.

Analysis of Exome Sequencing Polymorphisms
Exome sequencing of the parents and the three BCF₂ lines was performed in order to identify the differences between the resistant and the susceptible plants (Supplemental Table S2). Analysis of the read data from exome sequencing involves a mapping step using a reference, the Morex WGS assembly (IBGSC, 2012) in this case. However, the region associated to the resistance was majorly of interest here. Therefore, the genetic markers from the previous section were located in the POPSEQ map (Mascher et al., 2013b) and the identified positions (Fig. 1) were used to anchor available genomic resources to the region (Supplemental Materials and Methods, Supplemental Fig. S2). This yielded a set of 973 Morex WGS contigs (Supplemental File 3) associated to 17 FPCs, which are contigs with assigned physical positions (Supplemental Table S1). Comparing the variants between the parents, 1037 polymorphisms were identified, corresponding to 120 Morex WGS contigs (out of the 973 just described). The genotypes of the BCF₂ lines were checked, looking for variants consistent with the phenotypic profile of the lines (1476 like the susceptible parent, Plaisant; the other two like the resistant parent, SBCC097), as those would be the most informative toward finding candidate genes. Only one of the Morex sequences, contig 50573, presented haplotypes fully in agreement with the phenotypic profile of the lines. This contig has a single annotated gene, a “Pentatricopeptide repeat-containing protein” (MLOC_65722 in IBGSC data). A CAPS marker designed for this gene was assayed on all 15 BCF₂ lines, and its position within the QTL region was confirmed.

Physical Localization of the Resistance Locus
From the previous analysis, only Morex contig 50573 was unambiguously located within the QTL interval. However, although its genetic POPSEQ map position was known, it
could not be found in the IBGSC physical map, hindering its direct physical localization. Nonetheless, most of the variants in the remaining Morex WGS contigs were clearly located on either side of the candidate region (i.e., the three lines had the same genotype). Looking at the genotypes of the lines from exome data, the position and order of Morex WGS contigs was not always in agreement with the POPSEQ map (Supplemental Fig. S3). If only Morex WGS contigs with known physical position were considered, the genotypes of the recombinant lines indicated the likely physical location of the recombination breakpoints within FPC 591, more specifically, between contigs 167712 and 44875 (Fig. 2A). The position of yet another Morex WGS contig, 211721, was ambiguous. The genotypes of the lines for these contigs were confirmed by PCR assays.

To further delimit the physical position of the resistance locus, the BACs associated to FPC 591 in the IBGSC physical map were retrieved (Fig. 2B). Among BACs with available sequence data, HVVMRXALLEA0187D03 (D03 from now on), both from IBGSC anchoring data and by our homology searches (identity 99.75%, full target coverage, bitscore 1448; to D03 BES MRX2BAD187D03T71). D03 covers the right half of FPC 591, but it has not been fully sequenced yet. No other BACs providing new data within the QTL interval were identified. Candidate genes should thus be placed within the minimum tiling path (MTP) defined by BACs M01 and D03.

During the progress of this work, a new assembly of BACs (UCR BACs) was published. In this assembly, two extra BACs were associated to FPC 591 (Fig. 2B): 0139I11 and 0758B20 (I11 and B20 from now on). BAC I11 (Supplemental File 5) was compared to M01 (Supplemental Fig. S4A). Most of the I11 sequences are already present in M01, but with a different arrangement. In contrast, the comparison of B20 and M01 pseudoscaffolds (Supplemental Fig. S4B) showed that they are mostly different, with only a few related regions. Among the Morex WGS contigs which aligned to B20 (Supplemental File 6), contigs 50573 and 44875 were found, separated by 4234 bases. Note that Morex WGS contig 50573 is the only one with a haplotype in agreement with the phenotypes of the lines, hence supporting the position of the resistance locus within FPC 591.

Searching for Candidate Genes in the Reference Cultivar Morex

Candidate genes were searched for in the annotated Morex genome. Alignments of Morex WGS contigs, anchored to BAC M01, against IBGSC and Uniref90 sequences, revealed eight gene annotations: five “Disease resistance protein RPM1,” two transposon-related and one “Putative disease resistance protein RG44.” In-house annotation of the ORFs identified in the M01 pseudoscaffold (see Materials and Methods) confirmed the presence of the RPM1- and
Fig. 2. Analysis of bacterial artificial chromosomes (BACs) in minimum tiling path (MTP) of finger-printed contig (FPC) 591. (A) Average scores of the Morex whole genome sequencing (WGS) contigs considering the genotypes of the BC₁F₄ lines in relation to the parents. Orange: positive score, more lines are like Plaisant; green: negative score, more lines are like SBCC097. Contigs are sorted by increasing FPC cM position, and by POPSEQ position to resolve coincidences, from left (120.4 cM) to right (126.6 cM). FPCs are shown as black horizontal bars. (B) IBGSC (H11, M01, and D03) and UCR (I11 and B20) BACs covering FPC 591. Morex WGS contigs 167712 and 211721 are anchored to M01. BAC-End sequence (BES) H11F and BAC contig c4 of M01 match by sequence alignment (vertical dashed line). BES T71 and Morex WGS contig 44875 align to each other. Morex WGS contigs 44875 and 50573 are anchored to B20. (C) Analysis of the pseudoscaffold of BAC M01, represented as a black horizontal bar. Green triangles are ORFs annotated as RPM1 by alignment to Uniref90. A white triangle shows an ORF annotated as RGA4, which seems to be related to transposons. Purple triangles show the position of ORFs annotated as transposons. The scatterplot shows the \(-\log_{10}(p\text{-value})\) of the NBS and LRR motifs identified throughout the pseudoscaffold (blue dots, NBS domains; red dots, LRR domains). (D) Analysis of the pseudoscaffold of BAC B20. Note that NODE_0022 is highlighted as the longest contig in the BAC.
transposon-related sequences, including loci not associated to Morex WGS contigs and, therefore, lacking exome capture probes. When the whole pseudoscaffold was self-aligned, the ORFs annotated as RPM1 proteins appeared to be related to each other (Supplemental Fig. S5). Since RPM1 belongs to the NBS-LRR family of resistance-genes, motifs which are known to be conserved in domains of NBS-LRR genes (Jupe et al., 2012) were searched for in the region using the software MAST. Most RPM1-related loci were also confirmed by the MAST scan (Fig. 2C). Overall, nine segments were identified with highly significant motifs from the N-terminal, NBS and linker domains; three of them with LRR motifs (Supplemental File 4). The same analysis was applied to BAC I11, which showed almost the same features as M01, as expected (Supplemental File 5).

On the other hand, IBGSC annotation of the Morex WGS contigs associated to UCR BAC B20 showed up 2 genes: a “Pentatricopeptide repeat-containing protein” in contig 50573, mentioned earlier, and a “WD-repeat protein 57 IPR015943” in contig 44875. Both results were confirmed with alignments to Uniref90. In addition, another 3 Uniref90 hits to the left of contig 50573 were obtained; all labeled as “Disease resistance protein RPM1,” both using raw Morex WGS contigs and in silico identified ORFs as queries. Again MAST scans of NBS-LRR motifs confirmed these results (Fig. 2D) and, as with M01, several hits related to transposons were obtained close to them (Supplemental File 6).

Analysis of NBS-LRR motifs in a wide physical region around FPC 591 (55 UCR BACs, spanning 5.6 Mb) revealed that the cluster is mostly circumscribed to the resistance locus (Fig. 3A). A few other NBS-LRR genes were detected outside the locus, but these were unrelated both in terms of sequence and gene structure (Fig. 3B, Supplemental Files 7 and 8).

Therefore, besides a Pentatricopeptide repeat-containing protein and a WD-repeat protein, the MTP spanning the resistance locus in Morex is rich in transposons and contains a cluster of closely related NBS-LRR genes.

Analysis of Heterozygous Mappings in Morex
As shown above, only Morex WGS contig 50573 had a haplotype consistent with being within the resistance locus. However, there were other Morex WGS contigs for which some variants were consistent, but others were not. Many of the variants in those contigs were apparently heterozygous. This was highly unlikely, as the
parents were homozygous, the BC₁F₄ plants were selected to be homozygous for the interval of interest and the possibility of having double recombinants within such a small region was negligible. In fact, visual inspection of the mappings producing those variants revealed different populations of reads stacking to the same locus (Fig. 4A), in contrast with the mappings from contig 50573, which produced unambiguous homozygous single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs; Supplemental Fig. S6). The apparent heterozygous genotypes were confirmed through PCR amplification of CAPS markers (Supplemental Fig. S7). Note that these variants were abundant and linked in recurrent groups, as independent haplotypes, instead of being spread out randomly among the reads. Thus, it is unlikely that they are the result of sequencing errors. Instead, these mappings could have been produced by piling up closely related sequences (repeats, paralogous genes) which were captured by the exome baits (Mascher et al., 2013a; Jupe et al., 2013), but for which the original locus would not be present in the reference. Since they affect variant calling, producing apparent heterozygous variants, from now on this kind of mappings will be referred to as HMs (Fig. 4B and 4C). Almost all Morex WGS contigs with HMs, whose variants had genotypes in agreement with the phenotypic profile of the lines, could be annotated as homologs to “Disease resistance protein RPM1” or “Disease resistance protein RPP13” (Supplemental Table S3), after alignment to the Uniprot Plants database (http://www.uniprot.org/blast/, verified 22 Apr. 2016). Some of those contigs are the ones located within or close to FPC 591 (Supplemental Fig. S8–S11). Taken together, these results suggest that there are sequences related to disease resistance proteins, which are not present in the Morex reference, but are likely within the resistance locus in the genomes of SBCC097 or Plaisant.

In this study, the distribution and abundance of HMs in the resistance locus region was analyzed in more detail to (i) assess whether the differences between the recombinant lines were likely to be related with the disease resistance, (ii) verify whether the presence of HMs was a feature exclusive of the sequences related to NBS-LRR genes in the region of interest, and to (iii) identify and demarcate the segments of the reference in which they occur. This last objective would allow obtaining the reads which produce the HMs and assembling them into sequence contigs (Fig. 4C).

Therefore, we analyzed the number of different 50-mers, fragments of reads of 50 bases, mapping to each position of Morex WGS contigs anchored to BACs M01 and B20 in the three BC₁F₄ lines. Note that the reads from our sequencing

Fig. 4. Heterozygous mappings (HMs). (A) Images captured from Integrative Genomics Viewer (Integrative Genomics Viewer [IGV]; Robinson et al., 2011), showing reads (gray horizontal bars) mapping to a specific interval of Morex whole genome sequencing contig 1622651. Colored characters show the variants detected for each genotype in relation to the Morex reference. The table summarizes the haplotypes identified, along with their presence-absence type (+ or −) in the lines. Genotypes of the three BC₁F₄ recombinant lines relative to the parents are shown in the “summary” column. One group of variants (ATTTTT, light gray background) is consistent with the phenotypic resistance profile of the lines (PL-97-97 or susceptible-resistant-resistant). (B) schematic representation of the reads that would be obtained after sequencing two closely related loci. The two loci are represented by horizontal bars (red background; plain for Locus 1, striped for Locus 2), with a few hypothetical differences (black vertical bars). (C) Reads from (B) are mapped back to the reference. In the example shown, the reference lacks one locus (Locus 2), and all sequenced reads hit the existing one (Locus 1), producing apparent HMs. As a result, variant calling yields heterozygous calls (h) and homozygous calls (H) intermixed. A new assembly could solve this region, yielding independent contigs resembling the original loci, due to the presence of the four genotypic variants between the two loci.
Representative sequences showing the same PAV genotypes for each cluster were assigned to each line. On the presence or absence of those sequences, PAV Supplemental materials and methods and Supplemental a representative sequence per cluster was selected (see 41 contigs per line. These new contigs were clustered, and yielded 203 sequence contigs, with an average of almost 787 bases (ELOC2). Therefore, the final set comprised 24 resistant line 2085 was in agreement with the fewer num-
ber of 50-mers identified in this line in comparison with the two BACs can to a large extent be explained by the greater abundance of NBS-LRR related sequences in M01 and B20 (49.6 and 11.7% of the mapped bases, respectively).

De Novo assembly of Exome Sequence Reads Spanning the Resistance Locus
Analysis of HMs pointed toward the presence of NBS-LRR related sequences within the resistance locus, absent from the Morex reference. In light of this, a template-guided assembly of reads producing HMs was performed. First, Morex WGS contig fragments located within FPC 591, related to disease resistance genes and producing HMs were chosen (11 loci). Second, six further Morex WGS contig fragments with HMs and variants in agreement with the phenotypes of the lines were selected. Finally, Morex WGS contig 50573, harboring the “Pen-tatricopeptide repeat-containing protein,” was included as a control. Read subsets mapping to the 18 selected segments were retrieved, and an independent assembly for each genotype was performed (for both parents and the three BC1F4 lines, Supplemental File 9). These operations yielded 203 sequence contigs, with an average of almost 41 contigs per line. These new contigs were clustered, and a representative sequence per cluster was selected (see Supplemental materials and methods and Supplemental Fig. S14), yielding 31 representative sequences. Based on the presence or absence of those sequences, PAV genotypes for each cluster were assigned to each line. Representative sequences showing the same PAV genotypic profiles were then compared with each other, leading to the assembly of five of them into a contig of 981 nucleotides (ELOC1), and another four into a contig of 787 bases (ELOC2). Therefore, the final set comprised 24 sequence contigs, for which the lines had different PAV genotypes (Supplemental File 9). ELOC1 and ELOC2 were the largest assembled contigs. ELOC1 was absent in Plaisant and 1476, while ELOC2 was only present in SBCC097 and 1766. The absence of ELOC2 from the resistant line 2085 was in agreement with the fewer number of 50-mers identified in this line in comparison with 1766, and it suggested that 2085 and 1476 contained the smallest interval flanking the resistance locus.

Validation and Characterization of the New Assembled Sequence Contigs
We designed primers to perform PCR amplification of ELOC1 and ELOC2. The PCR's confirmed the PAV genotypes of the 15 BC1F4 lines and the parents (Fig. 5). In addition, the absence of both sequences in cultivar Morex was verified (data not shown). To check whether this result was a consequence of polymorphism on the primers, the reads from the exome capture of SBCC097, Plaisant, Morex (from the same exome capture experiment), and lines 1476, 1766, and 2085 were realigned to the new contigs. This confirmed the PAV variation found on them. Moreover, the products of amplification of the lines SBCC097 and 1766 were Sanger-sequenced and further validated.

In silico ORF calling was performed with both ELOCs, obtaining two partial ORFs of 322 and 252 amino acids for ELOC1 and ELOC2, respectively. In addition, their protein-coding potential was checked, with log-odds scores of 82.73 and 57.46 for ELOC1 and ELOC2, respectively. The percentage of identity between the two amino acid sequences was 92%, and their alignment covered most of ELOC2. Looking for similar proteins in Uniprot Plants and NCBI nr databases, results were found (Supplemental File 10) within the range of identities obtained when comparing the NBS-LRR proteins in the QTL region in Morex (Supplemental File 8), and comparable with paralogous genes found in other NBS-LRR clusters (Bulgarelli et al., 2010; Kuang et al., 2004; Wei et al., 1999). Moreover, the ELOCs were aligned against the Morex NBS-LRR predicted proteins of the region. The best hits had almost full coverage and 87.9 and 91.6% identity, for ELOC1 and ELOC2, respectively. Alignment of DNA sequences of the ELOCs to the IBGSC databases produced similar results. Also, these alignments revealed that the contigs contained only the LRR domain, lacking the NBS one.

RTq-PCR was used to check the expression of both new contigs. No specific amplicon was obtained for ELOC2 and, therefore, it could either be a pseudogene (Kuang et al., 2004) or be expressed in another tissue or developmental stage (Tan et al., 2007). Nonetheless, amplification was positive for ELOC1, confirming its transcription in leaves of SBCC097 and the two resistant BC1F4 lines, although this is not a definitive evidence of the gene being functional (Monosi et al., 2004; Wei et al., 2002). The RTq-PCR was performed for SBCC097 at different time points, spanning 72 h after infection. Apparently, there was no change in ELOC1 expression in response to the infection, although this is not irreconcilable with being involved in the resistance or even being regulated at another stage than transcription (Tan et al., 2007).

Discussion
Barley research has been accelerated by the availability of abundant genomic resources published over the last years. In some cases, this has led to faster gene cloning, like...
cloning of HvCEN by Comadran et al. (2012). However, other barley genes have not been cloned yet despite their known phenotypic effect and genetic localization, partly due to the lack of such resources until recently. The continuous improvement of barley physical resources (Ariyadasa et al., 2014; IBGSC, 2012; Mascher et al., 2013b; Muñoz-Amatriain et al., 2015) allows the adoption of more efficient methodologies for genetic studies involving high-throughput genotyping, marker development, gene discovery, expression analysis, synteny and genome comparative studies. The exome capture probe set developed by Mascher et al. (2013a) for barley is already being used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phenotype</th>
<th>Max Depth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SBCC097</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plaisant</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1766</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1476</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2085</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morex</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ELOC1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phenotype</th>
<th>Max Depth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SBCC097</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plaisant</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1766</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1476</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2085</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morex</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ELOC2**

Fig. 5. Presence-absence genotypes for ELOC1 (top) and ELOC2 (bottom). Left: Phenotypes of the two parents, the three sequenced lines, and Morex, along with the maximum depth of coverage (Max Depth) obtained after mapping the exome sequencing reads to ELOC1 and ELOC2 (the two new assembled contigs). Center: Images captured from Integrative Genomics Viewer (IGV), showing the profile of depth of coverage throughout the contigs (top) and individual reads mapped (bottom). Resistant lines have large depths of coverage and similar profiles, covering the whole contigs, with the exception of 2085 in ELOC2 (red asterisk). Susceptible lines have low depth of coverage and irregular, incomplete mapping profiles. Right: Gel electrophoresis of polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplicons of ELOC1 and ELOC2 for the two parents, the resistant line RIL151 and the 15 BC1F4 lines, along with their phenotypes. Resistant lines have presence genotypes whereas susceptible lines have absence genotypes, with the exception of 2085 in ELOC2 (red asterisk). R, resistant; S, susceptible.
for gene cloning purposes. Mascher et al. (2014) used it to identify HvMND, a gene that regulates the rate of leaf initiation, and Pankin et al. (2014) to identify a candidate for HvPHYC. In both cases, exome capture was performed on bulked plants with extreme phenotypes from BC1F2 populations between mutants and the wild-type.

In this work, the same exome capture probe set was used to sequence three recombinant lines for a powdery mildew resistance QTL. The resistance allele was contributed by a Spanish landrace, showing a wide resistance profile (resistance to 23 out of 27 isolates tested) after a thorough disease survey (Silvar et al., 2011) with the accessions from the SBCC (Igartua et al., 1998). Such line had two QTL confering race-specific resistances on chromosome 7H (Silvar et al., 2010). The mechanism of resistance of this line was classified as consistent with “intermediate-acting” genes, governing resistance mainly at the postpenetration stage (Silvar et al., 2013a). Genomic approaches allowed the development of new markers to narrow down the QTL intervals (Silvar et al., 2012, 2013b), but were insufficient to definitely locate a manageable physical location or a set of candidate genes for the stronger QTL on 7HL, which is the subject of this work.

From that point, a large F2 population was created and screened with markers from those previous studies, aiming to identify recombinant lines to further narrow down the QTL interval. The final interval, just 0.07 cM wide, was apparently small enough to land on potential candidates, as this size is comparable with other intervals used in successful gene cloning attempts in barley (reviewed in Krattinger et al., 2009). Again, the analysis of available genomic resources was insufficient to locate candidate genes or to delimit the resistance to a single physical contig. Although the markers were found in the Morex WGS assembly and a POPSEQ map position could be assigned to them, many other Morex WGS contigs with positions within the QTL interval were identified, leading to a large list of annotated genes. Moreover, since the current barley maps are incomplete, additional contigs could have gone unnoticed. Finally, since not all the contigs to which the markers hit were anchored to physical contigs, the physical localization of the QTL remained unknown. An additional challenge was the search of genetic markers from previous studies in the reference. Several of the markers were only found through the analysis of chimeras from GMAP alignments, likely due to the fragmented nature of the Morex WGS assembly.

Exome sequencing of the parents and three recombinant lines allowed the identification of abundant polymorphic variants. This is a faster and more powerful alternative to the search of markers by in silico comparison of genomic resources from different genotypes or by extrapolation of markers from other populations, since many of these are not necessarily polymorphic between the parental lines of the population under study. However, in this work, most of the homozygous SNPs were located outside the QTL. Only a single Pentatricopeptide-repeat containing protein was easily identified within the QTL region, and its corresponding Morex WGS contig lacked physical anchoring. Despite that, the analysis of the profile of variants along the physical contigs in the region was enough to point toward a single FPC which could contain entirely the QTL. This highlights the usefulness of exome sequencing for fine mapping purposes. However, this work demonstrates the technical challenges encountered. Some positions of Morex WGS contigs were not in agreement with the genotypes of our lines. Differences in collinearity between several genetic maps and the POPSEQ reference have been already described (Cantalapiedra et al., 2015; Silvar et al., 2015). These incongruences are important for fine mapping purposes. A single physical contig holding the resistance locus was identified only after removing the Morex WGS contigs not associated to physical positions and using a score to average together the genotypes of the variants within each Morex WGS contig.

Despite the scarcity of homozygous SNPs found within the QTL region, we observed abundant heterozygous SNPs which were polymorphic between the parents as PAV. Although the work with SNPs and small indels is rather straightforward, working with other kinds of variation such as copy-number variation (CNV) or PAV requires using alternative approaches, for example analyzing mapping depth (Mascher et al., 2014). In this work, HMs are defined as those producing heterozygous variants probably due to the collapse of reads from paralogous genes absent in the reference genome. This phenomenon has been recently described among homeologous genes in an exome sequencing experiment in wheat (King et al., 2015). In studies focused on variant discovery, HMs can confound the discrimination of true variants at a given locus. However, this study used HMs to identify the regions with polymorphic HMs, through k-mer analysis, to further assemble different paralogous genes and assess their expression. Though this approach aimed to locate regions with HMs, k-mer abundance could be directly used for genotyping purposes. As with CNV, analysis of HMs is related to the number of copies of a given sequence. However, the analysis of CNV through mapping depth should cope with the different efficiencies in the hybridization and PCR amplification steps during exome sequencing when the sequences are different. In contrast, the analysis of k-mer abundance has the drawback of being unable to differentiate the copies when they are identical to each other. In addition, analysis of HMs could provide insights into the loci and gene families for which the reference genome is incomplete or shows larger variation between different genotypes. Finally, we genotyped the HMs as PAV polymorphisms by means of template-guided assembly and clustering of the resulting sequence contigs. An alternative approach would be to directly compare the presence or absence of the individual k-mers mapping to a given position in the genotypes, although this would not provide assembled contigs. In both cases, the main difficulty resides in differentiating between orthologous and paralogous genes, allelic
variants and isoforms (Kuang et al., 2004; Seeholzer et al., 2010), either when clustering the contigs from the assembly or when considering that all orthologous k-mers from the different genotypes are mapping to the same reference locus, and not to another closely related one. In any case, the methods used in this study were implemented from standard tools which were combined to accomplish our specific goals, and thus could be further developed and optimized to cope with peculiarities of HMs.

Both the analysis of the sequenced BACs and the genotyping of HMs pointed toward a cluster of related NBS-LRR genes in the resistance locus. These are good candidates for a resistance gene, although we have to be aware that the sequences captured are limited by the baits used and it cannot be ruled out that the actual resistance gene is absent from the capture reactions and/or or from the reference genome. NBS-LRR genes are abundant in many plant genomes and are often organized in clusters of one or more groups of related paralogous genes (Michelmore and Meyers, 1998), which makes their assembly difficult. This problem was evident in this study as revealed by the huge difference in size, number and composition of contigs in equivalent sequenced BACs from independent assemblies (e.g., M01 from IBGSC and I11 from UCR). In addition, a common trend observed in NBS-LRR genes in grasses is the rapid expansion and loss of members from those groups (Li et al., 2010; Yang et al., 2013), leading to PAV and CNV between genotypes. Genes found in that region in Morex were poorly annotated and most of them were split into different WGS contigs. Therefore, the exact number and structure of the genes in this cluster remains unknown both in cultivar Morex and in the resistant line SBCC097. In our assembly, the NBS-LRR genes were incomplete, lacking the NBS domains. We do not know whether these genes are actually incomplete or the NBS domains do exist but were not captured. Lack of exome capture reads covering the genes completely, for instance due to the presence of large introns in them, could lead to incomplete assemblies. Nonetheless, the NBS domains are usually more conserved than the LRR ones (Meyers et al., 1999; Pan et al., 2000; Seeholzer et al., 2010), and this could hinder the independent assembly of the different paralogous genes.

This study made extensive use of state-of-the-art genomic resources available for barley. Several aspects which could be considered when working with these resources arise from our analysis. We have already mentioned some of them, like the lack of position of many Morex WGS contigs or the incomplete annotation of genes in the region. Regarding contig positions, we describe the combined use of both POPSEQ map of Morex WGS contigs and their anchoring to BACs to obtain as many sequences as possible close to our resistance locus. Additional information from the recent publication of sequenced BACs from UCR, a different assembly to that of IBGSC, allowed to complete the MTP of the region and confirmed the features identified using IBGSC data. Furthermore, it highlighted the discrepancies between assemblies, even when corresponding to the same barley genotype, at least in regions with repetitive sequences like the clustered NBS-LRR genes and transposons found in our region.

Finally, identification of the full sequence at these loci would require obtaining BAC libraries and the use of long-read sequencing technologies. Sequencing the whole region could reveal candidate genes which have gone unnoticed, and it could contribute to the understanding of structure and diversification of NBS-LRR genes. Furthermore, sequencing the region, which is rich in resistance genes in barley, could help identifying other resistances. For example, *Mlf* (Schönfeld et al., 1996), which has been associated to this region previously (Backes et al., 2003), given the close physical location of its linked RFLP probe to our QTL. Although BAC libraries are available for cultivar Morex and a few more accessions, this is still not the case for most barley genotypes. Until those resources are available, the exploitation of exome capture to assemble reads from HMs was used in this study to identify candidates not present in the reference or in the exome capture target space, through similarity with closely related genes.
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